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Tsunami Early Warning after the first Bengkulu-Earthquake (at 18:10 WIB)
on 12 Sep 2007: an Explorative Survey on Experiences in the City of Padang
Why this survey?
► Document experiences with Tsunami Early Warning in one of the pilot areas
► Assess the state of tsunami preparedness by looking at (amongst other):
- warning dissemination (channel, content, time)
- people’s interpretation of and reaction to the warning
How?
► Explorative survey with standardized questionnaire
► Survey does not claim to be representative but
aims to shed some light on tsunami preparedness
Who has been interviewed?
► 200 randomly selected informants who live in the ‘red
area’ (elevation: 0-5 m) of Padang City and/or have been
there at the time of the earthquake
When?
► Conducted from 29 Oct to 2 Nov 2007
Elevation zone map of Padang City

BMG Earthquake (18:10 WIB) and Tsunami Warning Timeline

Experiences in Padang City
Tsunami Warning on 12-09-2007
Figure 5: Reception of information about potential tsunami – source, channel, timing, content
How many respondents received the information potensi tsunami?
Potensi
tsunami?

70 %

(140 out of 200) received

30 % NOT received

Out of 140 respondents…
Information
source:

32 % BMG / 29 % neighbours/ friends/ relatives / 16 % Mayor / 23 % other

BMG and neighbours/ friends/ relatives were the main source of
information.
Information
channel:

44 % Radio / 26 % by word of mouth / 21 % Television / 2 % SMS / 7 % other

Challenges

Radio was the main information channel.
Time
after EQ:

34 % <10 min / 28 % 10-20 min / 22 % 20-30 / 7 % 30-60 min / 9 % >60 min

The warning came relatively quick.
Perceived
content:

64 % potensi tsunami / 21 % potensi tsunami: be on alert /
7 % potensi tsunami: evacuate / 3 % potensi tsunami: go to safe area / 5 % other

The majority only “heard” potential for tsunami but no additional
guidance for evacuation.
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How many respondents evacuated and how many did NOT?
2%

5%
Did NOT evacuate nor went away from beach or to higher ground
Evacuated

15 %

Went away from beach
Went to higher ground

78 %

Challenges

How long after the earthquake did those who evacuated actually move?
Timeline showing the minutes after EQ that respondents (n=29) needed to evacuate
Minutes after EQ:
No. of respondents
evacuated:
% accumulated
over time:
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•

Only 22 % of the people interviewed in this survey reacted to the
earthquake and information about a potential tsunami threat with
evacuation/ moving away from the beach or to higher ground. Of those who
moved, the majority did not evacuate in a timely manner–considering the
limited time for reaction with regards to a local tsunami threat.

ÎThis indicates that the assumption that people would start
evacuation on their own initiative directly after strong
ground shaking proves not to be true.

Conclusions

•

•

Overall, the information about a potential tsunami quickly reached the
respondents in the “red zone” of Padang City and was mainly received via
radio, by word of mouth within informal networks and television. The content
of the information, however, varied significantly.
Although the information about a potential tsunami threat (potensi tsunami)
reached 70 % of respondents, most of them only “stayed on alert” as they
did not perceive the received message as a call to take further action for
evacuation.
ÎThis

confirms that warning without clear guidance does not
trigger a consistent reaction.
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There are various reasons why respondents did
not react in an appropriate way to ground
shaking and information about a potential
tsunami threat:

Conclusions

1. Many people only received the BMG warning message via public
TV / Radio / SMS or by word of mouth from friends, relatives and
neighbours. BMG warning messages do not provide any guidance
nor suggestions or recommendations from official sources on how
people should interpret the message and react.
2. The current BMG warning scheme does not give any information
about potentially affected coastal areas and the expected
magnitude of the impact. This results in a high level of uncertainty
for the people at risk who have to decide whether to evacuate or
not.
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Conclusions

There are various reasons why respondents did
not react in an appropriate way to ground
shaking and information about a potential
tsunami threat:
3. The BMG warning was not perceived as information about an
imminent threat which requires immediate reaction. The wording
potensi tsunami used by BMG is correct from a factual or scientific
point of view (as a tsunami occurrence is still not confirmed) but is
apparently perceived by most people as information that still
needs to be confirmed before taking further action.
4. Only a minority of the respondents received information from local
authorities. As only few people “heard” evacuation guidance and
understood they should move to a safe area, the questions arise
whether (1) warning and guidance messages issued by local
authorities are comprehensible and clear, and, whether (2) people
at risk in Padang are familiar with those messages and know how
to react once a warning and guidance message has been issued.

Terima Kasih!

